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with constant coefficients by means of an electronic analogue computer.

Only adders and integrators are necessary. The steady state response of

the simplest physically realizable adder is of the form

£out = KiEi + £2 + ■ ■ • + £„)/(! + jœh).

Similarly, for an integrator

£out/£m = [l/i«A][l/(l + 1/>m*)J[1/(1 + jaT)]

where p is the gain of the base amplifier and the last factor is due to the

imperfect high frequency response of a physical integrator. Using these

approximations, the author derives simple approximate expressions for the

difference e„, n = 1, • • -, m of the characteristic roots s„ (assumed distinct)

of (1) and the characteristic roots s„' of the differential analyzer. The
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139. The RAND Collection of Illustrative Approximations.—
In recent years, the Numerical Analysis Department at RAND has been

preparing loose leaf sheets that contain interesting and useful approxima-


